
Youth in the Driver’s Seat:  
How to Involve a New Generation in 
Agricultural Research for Development
Award ceremony and public discussion organized  
by the Swiss Forum for International Agricultural Research (SFIAR)  
and hosted by the World Food System Center – ETH Zurich

ETH Zurich, LFW Building, Room C5 
30 October 2014, 17:15 – 19:30

Swiss Forum for  
International Agricultural Research

Registration
Please register until 24 October 2014 at www.sfiar.ch

Cost and refreshments
Participation is free of charge. Refreshments will be served 
after the event.

Language
The event will be held in English, no translation will be 
provided.

Directions
ETH Zurich
LFW Building, Room C5
Universitätstrasse 2
8092 Zurich

Contact
Felix Hintermann (SFIAR Secretary)
Tel. 031 910 21 91
E-mail: felix.hintermann@bfh.ch
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Programme
17:15  Welcome, introduction and  

SFIAR Award Laudatio  
(Markus Giger, SFIAR President)

17:40  A novel cropping system for climate neutral  
and bio-diverse rice farming 
(Gurbir S. Bhullar, winner SFIAR PhD /  
Post-doc Award)

18:00  Who benefits from certification?  
Analysis of third-party audited certification 
schemes in the cocoa sector in Ghana 
(Angela Deppeler, winner SFIAR Master  
Thesis Award)

18:20 Questions / Comments

18:30  Panel discussion 
(Gurbir S. Bhullar and Angela Deppeler, SFIAR 
Award winners; Martina Graf, YPARD Europe; 
Marlene Heeb, SDC; Herve Vanderschuren,  
ETH Zurich; representative of CABI)

19:20  Presentation of the awards 
(Markus Giger)

19:30 Refreshments

In Switzerland, subjects related to agricultural research  
for development and, more generally, to global sustainable 
development, are popular study choices, even though 
career opportunities seem currently somewhat limited. 

However, worldwide, a large generation of specialists 
in these fields, now in their fifties or sixties, will soon be 
stepping down from their professional positions. At the 
same time some countries of the South are expanding their 
capacities in agricultural research, thus possibly creating 
new opportunities for researchers from around the world.

Context

Objectives
With this event SFIAR aims to
 – showcase the inspiring work of young researchers,
 – discuss the factors furthering the engagement of young 

researchers in agricultural research for development,
 – discuss career possibilities for graduates and young 

researchers in these areas.

The first part of the event is dedicated to two studies 
conducted by young researchers: the winners of the SFIAR 
PhD/Post-doc and Master Thesis Awards will present their 
projects. Following this, a panel with the award winners 
and representatives of research institutions will take the 
stage and discuss with the public how best to involve a new 
generation in agricultural research for development.


